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Canadian Natural Resources Limited (Canadian Natural) is a senior independent oil and natural gas exploration, development
and production company based in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Our operations are focused in Western Canada, the North Sea
and Offshore Africa. We have approximately 5,200 employees worldwide. Our strong, diversified asset base is comprised of
a balanced portfolio of heavy, medium, light and synthetic crude oil, and natural gas.
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» Natural gas
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» Natural gas
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» Synthetic crude oil

Our vision

Our mission statement

We conduct all of our operations in a way that strives to identify,
minimize and mitigate harm to the health and safety of employees,
contractors, the public and the environment.

To develop people to work together to create value for
the Company’s shareholders by doing it right with fun
and integrity.

We work co-operatively and effectively with communities,
government agencies and interested stakeholders to reduce
potential impacts of our operations and to maximize opportunities
for economic participation locally and regionally.

Cover photo

We are committed to a long-term presence in the communities
where we operate. Our business activities and community
investments contribute to the economies and quality of life where
we do business.
We work together with community and industry groups to ensure a
better, sustainable energy industry.

Canadian
Natural’s
employees
working
together are
one of our
company’s
greatest
strengths.

We integrate health and safety, environmental management,
integrity and community planning into all aspects of our operations.
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MESSAGE TO OUR STAKEHOLDERS
Canadian Natural’s business approach emphasizes the development
of resources in a responsible and sustainable manner. To successfully
execute this strategy, we continually strive to strike the right balance
among priority considerations, including an employee base with
strong skills and values, environmental stewardship, community
needs, research and technology, and operating efficiency.
Energy development is a key area of public discussion and corporate
responsibility is expected from oil and natural gas operators. The
increasing public interest around resource management highlights
the importance of communicating our performance. This report is a
summary of our recent accomplishments and the key challenges we
face as we move forward.
During 2011, we focused on our processes, management systems
and our targets for continuous improvement in our operations. We
followed through with our Safety and Environment Excellence
programs initiated in 2010.

We believe the strength of Canadian Natural lies in the
expertise and commitment of its employees and the
high standards we set for ourselves to constantly
improve and strengthen how we do business in
Canada, the North Sea and Offshore Africa.

Safety is a core value and delivering excellence in this area begins at
the top of our organization with Canadian Natural’s management
leadership. A strong safety culture is instilled in all employees and
communicated through our safety management systems. In 2011,
our overall company safety performance continued to improve as a
result of our programs to enhance employee and contractor safety.
Canadian Natural is committed to operating with integrity to
maintain the reliability of equipment across all our operations. Our
Safety and Asset Integrity areas are integrated in one unit that is
comprised of occupational safety, asset integrity and process safety.
We have set the bar high and our integrated management systems
measure and ensure improved performance on an ongoing basis.
Despite our continuous efforts to improve worker health and safety,
on January 6, 2011 we experienced a fire in the upgrading area of
our Horizon Oil Sands operations. This incident was of great concern
to Canadian Natural and compelled us to focus intensively on
addressing its causes. In cooperation with workplace health and
safety authorities, an in-depth
investigation was conducted. Preventative
action plans were developed and critical
design improvements were made toward
our goal of preventing such incidents.

programs. In addition, a thorough process review was conducted to
minimize safety or environmental incidents when bringing the plant
back into full operation.
We continuously balance our development plans with environmental
protection. While achieving record production in our heavy oil
operations in 2011, we decreased overall greenhouse gas emissions
by 6% in our North America Exploration and Production operations.
Our liability reduction plan to rehabilitate sites affected by our
operations is on track. We abandoned 1,038 wells in 2011 and the
results of our reclamation and well abandonment plans are available
in this report.
We recognize that our activities can have an effect at regional and
national levels. Our environmental performance and our work with
the communities in proximity to our operations are making a
positive impact and helping create and maintain sustainable
communities. As part of a successful industry, we are proud of our
contributions towards economic growth, employment creation and
social services, and examples of our community work are
highlighted in this document.
Canadian Natural is focused on continuously improving and
broadening the discussion on energy. We are working collaboratively
with industry, academic partners and stakeholders to accelerate
innovation, improve our performance and increase public awareness
of the performance of our industry.
Innovation and technology development are priorities in reducing
our environmental footprint and increasing our operating efficiency.
We are actively involved in COSIA - Canada's Oil Sands Innovation
Alliance, focusing on technology development and the responsible
and sustainable growth of Canada’s oil sands. On page 15 of this
report, we take an in-depth look at how investments in research and
development are contributing to responsible energy development
with a feature story by Dr. David Lynch, Dean of Engineering at the
University of Alberta.
Our 2011 Report to Stakeholders and our corporate website also
provide numerous examples of how we are applying new processes
and technologies to improve areas such as water recycling, tailings
management and greenhouse gas emissions reduction.
We look forward to an ongoing, close collaboration with all our
stakeholders, who are an essential part of delivering our mission
statement.

During the downtime for repairs, Horizon
implemented a site-wide field verification
of all critical operating procedures and a
detailed review of operator training
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2011

Health and Safety
• Record low injury frequency. Injury frequency improved
significantly during 2011 and, as a result, the Total
Recordable Injury Frequency in our North America Exploration
and Production operations was the lowest recorded in the last
eight years.
• Certification of Recognition (COR) Maintenance Audit.
Our North America Exploration and Production operations
were recertified and Horizon Oil Sands received the COR
from an external auditor in recognition of our best practices
approach in developing and implementing health and
safety management systems.

Asset Integrity

• Improved contractor safety performance. As part of
our focus on Safety Excellence, we implemented
strategic contractor meetings to share best practices
and raise safety awareness. This resulted in a significant
improvement in our performance across all our divisions.

• Record pipeline abandonments. In 2011, we abandoned
1,004 pipeline segments and discontinued another 594 versus
382 and 308 respectively in 2010 in North America Exploration
and Production. This represents an increase of 163% in pipeline
abandonments.

• “Healthy Working Lives“ Silver Award. Our International
operations’ health promotion and safety programs were
recognized by the National Health Service in Scotland.

• Comprehensive pipeline water crossing assessment. In
our North America Exploration and Production operations, we
completed a comprehensive assessment of our pipelines that
cross water bodies to ensure the appropriate mitigation
strategies are in place.
• Successfully implemented a Corrosion Under
Insulation program in our International operations.
This program continues to proactively identify areas with
older types of insulation which may be more susceptible to
water ingress to ensure platform integrity.
• Established the Safety and Asset Integrity
Management Committee. The committee is comprised of
Management Committee members and Senior Vice Presidents.
Its mandate is to provide governance of our programs to ensure
systems are robust, adequately resourced and maintained
consistently across all our operating divisions.
• Developed a Process Safety Management (PSM)
framework. We established the foundation for PSM to prevent
hydrocarbon releases across our operations, with an initial
emphasis on our offshore Infrastructures Program and
the Horizon Oil Sands upgrading area.
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Environment
• Successfully rolled out our Environmental Excellence
Initiative. Improved coordination of activities throughout our
operations is creating more positive outcomes.
• Reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Our GHG emission
intensity was 6% lower in 2011 than in 2010, due to reduced
venting from our heavy oil projects. In the past five years, we
conserved 9.6 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent
emissions through natural gas conservation projects in our
North America Exploration and Production operations.
• Managing water efficiently. In 2011, we optimized the
use of fresh and brackish water in our Canadian operations
and performed within our ambitious targets in our International
installations.
• Industry leading management processes. We are on track
with our liability reduction plan to continuously improve our
abandonment and reclamation processes. Since 2009, we
have submitted over 800 reclamation certificates, reclaimed
2,883 hectares of land and abandoned over 3,200 inactive
wells.
• Promoting sustainable development. Our Septimus
Electrification Project and our Horizon Wildlife Management
Project received the Canadian Association Petroleum Producers
(CAPP) President Award for exceptional performance.

Community
• Increasing community investment. Our 2011 community
investment totaled $10.4 million. This includes corporate
donations, sponsorships and matching programs, employee
giving and community economic development projects.
• Contributing to the community. We committed significant
funds to help rebuild the Slave Lake community that was
affected by forest fires.
• Focusing on community priorities. Redefined our community
and Aboriginal relations areas of focus and developed strategic
action plans based on employment, education and training,
community investment and business development.
• Consulting with Aboriginal communities. We have
focused teams and internal processes in place to meet and
surpass community consultation requirements, and build
meaningful relationships with our Aboriginal stakeholders.
• Working together. In 2011, Canadian Natural spent over
$192 million on goods and services from Aboriginal businesses
in Canada.

2011 Report to Stakeholders
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“Safety is not a priority, it is a core value. Priorities
change, core values do not.”
- Steve Laut, President

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Working together to improve
Safety is a core value at Canadian Natural and is paramount in all
our activities. Our goal is No harm to people and no safety
incidents.
We believe it is important to do it right. Our commitment to
safety starts at the top of our organization with Canadian
Natural’s management leadership. To support our main goals, our
Safety and Asset Integrity Teams integrate occupational safety,
asset integrity and process safety.
Our Safety Teams work with employees and contractors to
identify hazards and develop safe work procedures. We believe
everyone is responsible for their own and other people’s safety.
We can all contribute to a safer workplace by conducting our
work in a safe manner and ensuring that the people we work
with and the communities where we operate are also safe.
Safety awareness and communications are crucial in maintaining
our strong safety culture. Field employee and management
training are part of our strategy to increase safety awareness and
minimize risks and injuries.
To provide a safe and accident-free workplace, we make safety a
fundamental part of the full lifecycle of work.

Safety Excellence
We are committed to implementing a
high standard of health and safety
through continuous improvement. In
order to do so, we set targets and
measure our performance.
In 2010, we launched a Safety
Excellence program to reach higher
levels of safety and improve our
systems company-wide.

safety performance
With our vast workforce of contractors it is important that
we work with them to enhance safety practices and
communicate expectations. In 2010, we rolled out a
company-wide
Contractor Safety
Excellence Meetings
program and we saw
a significant
improvement in
overall contractor
safety performance
during 2011.
In our North America
Exploration and
Production
operations, we
continue to develop
a successful Worksite
Safety Observation
(WSO) process to
document the
performance of
onsite service providers and identify positive actions or
corrections needed. The WSO program has been instrumental
in improving safety and compliance at our worksites. This
program has been received positively by our contractors.
Canadian Natural uses a Safety Rewards and Accountability
Matrix to promote safety as a core value. Consequences of
continued non-compliance may involve stop-work orders
until the contractor demonstrates improvement.

Our new Safety Excellence logo was rolled out in 2011
and it reinforces our safety goals and leadership
through continuous improvement.
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“We promote a safety culture where everyone is
responsible for contributing to a safer work place.”
- Tim McKay, Chief Operating Officer

Goal of continuous improvement

Behavioural Safety

The Total Recordable Injury Frequency (TRIF) is one of the
indicators we use to measure our performance. We have
demonstrated continuous improvement in safety performance
over the past eight years in our North America Exploration and
Production operations. The downward trend from 1.84 in 2003 to
0.74 in 2011 represents a 60% improvement over this period.

‘Safety is an attitude’ is more than a slogan for our safety meetings.
The Behavioural Safety Program encourages people to take
responsibility for their own safety and the safety of others around
them. This program points out aspects of the environment that can
have an impact on safety behaviours in order to reduce the risks of
accidents.

The TRIF improved 14% from a rate of 0.86 in 2010 to 0.74 in
2011. These results include both employees and contractors.

Canadian Natural introduced the Behavioural Safety program to our
offshore installations more than 10 years ago. All our UK
installations have active Behavioural Safety Teams consisting of
trained offshore personnel.
As part of our improvement initiatives to achieve Safety
Excellence and promote a front line driven safety culture, we
started delivering ‘Safety Leadership’ courses to offshore and
onshore personnel during 2011. In 2012, we will include
courses for onshore managers, as well as team leaders and
management at Horizon Oil Sands.

Visit our website to learn more about our successful
Health and Safety initiatives.

CNR International earns Silver Award for healthy lives
Canadian Natural’s Health and Wellness programs focus on a long-term vision
to make a positive impact on our employees’ lives and increase healthy lifestyle
behaviours. Our programs are tailored to each particular area where we work.
CNR International received a Silver Award from the ‘Healthy Working Lives’
program supported by the National Health Service in Scotland. This award
recognizes employers and employees who develop health promotion and safety
themes in the workplace.
CNR International’s wellness programs includes presentations on a variety of
subjects, such as breast cancer, male cancers, oral health, smoking and alcohol
awareness. Promoting this knowledge directly in the workplace (both onshore
and offshore) is improving peoples’ health and fitness as well as their lifestyles.
Amanda McLaughlin, Occupational Health Nurse, after receiving the Healthy Working Lives award.

2011 Report to Stakeholders
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We focus on the integrity of our process equipment
and structures to maintain a reliable infrastructure
throughout all our operations.

ASSET INTEGRITY
Canadian Natural is committed to high levels of asset integrity to
ensure safe, efficient and effective operations. We conduct our
operations in a manner that will evaluate, prevent and mitigate
impacts to the integrity of our assets.
Canadian Natural focuses on the integrity of our process
equipment and structures across all of our operations as an
integral part of ensuring safety company-wide. Maintaining the
integrity of our process equipment means preventing and
minimizing spills, and loss of pressure containment.

Pipeline and structures integrity
Preventive and proactive work is key in
maintaining a reliable pipeline infrastructure
for our North American operations. Our
teams develop and implement risk-based
mitigation and monitoring programs to
ensure that appropriate integrity
management strategies are in place.
The pipeline abandonment and
discontinuation program in North America
Exploration and Production is one of these
proactive initiatives. Through this program
we are reducing liability and meeting
regulations by decreasing inventories of
inactive pipelines.
In 2011, Canadian Natural abandoned 1,004
pipeline segments and discontinued another
594 for a total of 1,598 projects in Alberta,
British Columbia and Saskatchewan. We
abandoned or discontinued 50% more
pipelines in 2010 versus 2009, and during
2011 the program increased by 163%
compared to 2010.
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Facilities integrity
To ensure asset integrity throughout the lifecycle of all our
pressure equipment, we have developed and implemented a
detailed Pressure Equipment Integrity Management System
(PEIMS). This program is supported by Canadian Natural’s
Management, Operations, Engineering, Asset Integrity and Safety
groups. We maintain the PEIMS and ABSA (Alberta Boilers Safety
Association) certification approval status which authorizes our
North America Exploration and Production and Horizon Oil Sands
operations to manage our pressure equipment program in-house.
Read more about our safety and asset integrity
initiatives on our website.

Process Safety Management
At Canadian Natural we ensure that
asset integrity requirements are
fulfilled at all stages of the equipment
lifecycle. To safely maintain one of the
largest inventories of upstream
process equipment in Canada, we are
committed to ensure risk-based
evaluations are completed and that
appropriate procedures for mitigation
are in place.
As part of our company-wide Safety
Excellence Initiative, Canadian Natural is incorporating a corporate framework for
Process Safety Management (PSM). PSM focuses on preventing hydrocarbon
releases and it is based on major accident risk management. The PSM framework is
the foundation we are using to develop a distinct program for aging offshore oil
and gas infrastructure within our asset management system. Through this
framework we are addressing new regulatory requirements of the UK Health, Safety
and Environment regulatory body.

Canadian Natural

Environmental protection is a fundamental value of
Canadian Natural and this is reflected in our approach
to energy development.

ENVIRONMENT
At Canadian Natural, we are committed to conducting our business
in a way that embodies our mission statement of “doing it right”.
Our goal is to develop resources in a sustainable and responsible
way. Our commitment to managing and minimizing environmental
impacts is reflected throughout all phases of our projects.
To reach high standards of environmental performance and meet
regulatory compliance, we adhere to the principles of continuous
improvement, efficient operations and technological innovation.
Our Environment team works together with management and all
our operating divisions to integrate environmental stewardship into
our decision-making process. To better address our environmental
footprint, collaborative work continues with governments, industry
peers, Aboriginal communities and other stakeholder groups.
In 2010, we launched a company-wide Environmental Excellence
initiative. Improvement areas were identified and action plans were
developed together with new key performance indicators to
measure our performance.
In 2011, we reviewed our performance and trends. We also
identified new performance indicators to continue to improve
operational efficiencies in areas such as emissions intensity,
reclamation, spills, waste and water discharge. Positive and
improved results are being achieved across our operations.
Our Environmental Excellence initiative focuses on working together
to proactively manage our liabilities, reclaim our footprint, reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, protect biodiversity and use water
efficiently. Our team fosters a culture of environmental awareness
where everyone has a vital role to play in identifying and mitigating
environmental impacts from our operations.

Land and biodiversity
At Canadian Natural, when we begin a project, we always have a
vision and a plan for the landscape after our work is complete.
Our land use planning allows for development through integrated
land management, avoidance and mitigation planning.

2011 Report to Stakeholders

Environmental impacts are minimized in our operations through a
proactive reclamation program.
Our long-term liability reduction plan prioritizes our work so we
can take action well ahead of regulatory timelines. This program
has proven to be a very effective way to prioritize and coordinate
our activities, including the abandonment and reclamation of
inactive wells, the decommissioning of inactive facilities and the
remediation of sites at operating facilities.
Since 2009, Canadian Natural has submitted over 800 reclamation
certificates for approximately 2,883 hectares, and abandoned over
3,200 inactive wells. In 2011, 1,038 wells were abandoned, 515
hectares of land were reclaimed in our North America Exploration
and Production operations and another 173 hectares in our
Horizon Oil Sands operations. In 2010, the company abandoned
the greatest number of wells of any operator in Western Canada.
Our reclamation work takes into consideration the needs of the
ecosystem and the people who use the land. Important steps in
our ongoing reclamation work at Horizon are reforestation and
soil salvage programs. At Horizon Lake, we continue to monitor
the progress of 92,000 white spruce seedlings planted in 2009,
and an additional 10,000 shrubs of traditional significance
planted in the summer of 2011. All seedling species used are
native to the area and provide a number of benefits to the
ecosystem. Some will be harvested and used by our Aboriginal
neighbours in the future.
We also strive to protect the habitats where we operate to
maintain the regional characteristics and biodiversity of each
ecosystem. Canadian Natural continues to work with industry and
the Governments of Alberta and British Columbia to develop
strategies and plans for caribou recovery. Industry initiatives
include integrated access planning, research on accelerated
reclamation techniques and innovative population enhancement
measures.
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Wapan Sakahikan (Horizon’s Compensation Lake) is being
developed by Canadian Natural in close consultation with
local people and incorporates traditional knowledge.

sea and produced water quality remains well within the regulatory
compliance limit.

Water
Our water management strategies focus on reducing fresh water
use, increasing water recycling and water storage and, where
possible, using brackish (saline) water. Groundwater monitoring
programs help us understand any impacts on shallow
groundwater resulting from our operations.
At our thermal operations Primrose and Wolf Lake (PAW) we have
decreased fresh water use by 40% per barrel of bitumen
production since 2007. At PAW we currently recycle more than
98% of the produced water.

We have adopted the Hydraulic Fracturing Guiding Principles and
Operating Practices developed with the Canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers. These best practices are designed to
improve water management and increase transparency about
water use and hydraulic fracturing fluids reporting for shale and
tight gas development across Canada. They demonstrate
industry’s dedication to responsible resource development and
protection of Canada’s water resources in all our operating areas.
Canadian Natural continues to work with regulators, government
committees and multi-stakeholder initiatives to ensure that we
have the right programs in place to optimize water use and
minimize our impact on water resources.

The water recycling rate at our polymer flooding project in the
Pelican Lake area is 90%. To further increase operational
efficiency, we treat and use brackish
water for polymer injection. The
Protecting wildlife
Septimus natural gas operation in BC, as
well as our Saskatchewan and Manitoba
Our Horizon Wildlife Management System provides an important means of protecting
operations, also use brackish water.
wildlife in the vicinity of our oil sands operation.
Our Horizon Oil Sands operation is
designed to recycle over 80% of the
water used in bitumen extraction so that
it can be reused in our processes. Water
withdrawals from the Athabasca River
continue to be far less than our
authorized withdrawal limit.

Water quality
Canadian Natural, as a partner with
other oil sands operators, manages
water withdrawals to ensure that the
ecology of the Athabasca River is
maintained. We do not discharge any
produced water from our Horizon plant
into the river.
Across our International operations, all
our installations operate within internal
stretch targets for oil discharge to the
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Our state-of-the-art bird deterrent
technology continues to be an
effective component of our
tailings pond management by
keeping waterfowl away from the
tailings. No bird mortalities
occurred at the Horizon Oil Sands
tailings pond through 2010 and
2011.
We operate radar-controlled Long
Range Acoustic Devices (LRADs).
This technology was originally
developed to prevent birds from
getting close to aircrafts. In 2011,
Canadian Natural built a wildlife
fence to prevent animals from
accessing areas around the Horizon
tailings pond.

Our Horizon Oil Sands Wildlife Management
System was a recipient of the 2012 CAPP
President’s Award for Responsible Energy.

Check our website to find out more on our innovative
ways to reduce our environmental footprint.

Canadian Natural

In 2011, we conserved enough natural gas to heat
68,000 average Canadian households.

Air

Tailings management

Canadian Natural is committed to reducing and managing air
emissions through innovative and economically effective solutions.
Our actions focus on use of technology as well as continuous
improvement in operational performance to improve energy
conservation and efficiency.

Canadian Natural is using and also researching new processes to
reduce the footprint of the Horizon tailings pond. These
innovative methods will accelerate the process of reclamation,
increase water recycling and reduce carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions. Technology investment and research are part of our
Tailings Management Plan approved by the ERCB to meet
requirements from Directive 74 for fluid fine tailings reduction
and formation of solid deposits.

We manage air emissions through an integrated emissions
reduction strategy to meet performance goals and comply with
requirements for greenhouse gas emissions and air pollutants,
such as sulphur dioxide (SO2) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx).
GHG emissions intensity in our North America Exploration and
Production operations declined 6% from 2010 to 2011 due to our
natural gas conservation projects. This result, in the same year we
experienced record heavy oil production, demonstrates our
committment to responsible and efficient operations. The volume
of natural gas we conserved last year is enough to heat 68,000
average Canadian households. In the past five years, 9.6 million
tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions were conserved
through natural gas conservation projects in our North America
Exploration and Production operations, with an investment of $55
million.

Reducing greenhouse gas
The Septimus Gas Processing Plant avoids
emissions of carbon dioxide, methane and
oxides of nitrogen by using hydroelectricity
to drive the electric compressor motors. In
2011, Septimus’ first year of operation, we
avoided the equivalent of 31,542 tonnes of
CO2 and 77 tonnes of NOx emissions.
Working with BC Hydro, we installed a
high voltage transmission line to the site to
run the plant’s compressor motors. The
compressors are equipped with variable
frequency drives to further reduce energy
usage by allowing them to run at less than
full speed when appropriate. Canadian
Natural also installed LED yard lights for
economic and environmental benefit.
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We continue to work collaboratively within our industry group.
The Oil Sands Tailings Consortium, founded by Canada’s largest
oil sands mining companies to share tailings research and
technology, folded into the new COSIA alliance as one of their
four Environmental Priority Areas.

Spills prevention

To prevent and mitigate potential impacts on the environment,
our management systems and operating guidelines focus on the
management of environmental risk through programs such as spill
reduction and pipeline integrity. Despite our efforts to manage
spills, the number of
reportable spills and
emissions
volume in our North
America Exploration and
Production operations
increased during 2011
due to contractor
trucking spills associated
with our heavy oil
production. We are
implementing measures
to continuously optimize
our management
systems and reverse this
trend in 2012.

Our Septimus Electrification project was a recipient of
the 2012 CAPP President’s Award for Responsible
Energy.
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In 2011, Canadian Natural invested $192 million on goods
and services from Aboriginal businesses in Canada.

COMMUNITY
Social responsibility is a fundamental aspect of our commitment
to responsible operations. It is part of our success and pride as a
company. Our business activities contribute to the quality of life
and the economies in areas where we operate, as do our direct
community investments.
We value the relationships we have built with the communities
where we do business. By working together, we make a positive
and lasting impact. Understanding community priorities helps us
identify opportunities for their participation in the economic
benefits of our operations.

During 2011, improved community and Aboriginal relations
strategies were developed. They focus on the following priority
areas: business opportunities, employment, education and
training, and community investment. Strategic plans were
developed for communities in close proximity to our operations
and they will be implemented and further refined in 2012.

Aboriginal Relations

Canadian Natural continues to work closely with the more than
55 Aboriginal communities near our operations in Western
Canada. In 2011, we worked with those
communities to develop action plans
More than a family business
with measurable outcomes and
community-specific goals.
Eric Auger & Sons Contracting has over 20 years experience in oilfield services. “We have
grown alongside Canadian Natural over the years,” explains Dennis Auger. The working
Business development
relationship between the construction and energy services company and Canadian Natural
Our teams work with Aboriginal groups
dates back about 15 years, and they continue to play a big role in the development of our
on a daily basis to build and maintain
Pelican Lake field.
mutually beneficial relationships.
Through understanding, respect and
Eric Auger started his own logging company back in the ’70s. “It was all manual labour
cooperation we strive to maintain
back then,” says his son and current business partner, Dennis. With Dennis’ mom catering
strong relationships and enhance the
food for all workers, and dad’s daily hard work to make ends meet, everybody in the
opportunities for participation in our oil
family got involved, as is their
and natural gas developments. We
tradition. After learning the skills
focus on working with local people and
to operate mechanical
businesses to ensure growth and a solid
equipment, their transition into
future by investing in the economies of
oilfield services and construction
their communities.
was natural for them.
Today, Eric Auger & Sons
Contracting is employing the
third generation of family and
workers in their community. As
part of the Bigstone First Nation,
the company is also a vital
source of skills training,
investment and prosperity.
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From left to right: Dennis Auger (General Manager),
Gloria Auger-Yellowknee (Office Manager), John
Auger (Shop Manager) and Eric Auger.

Our operations can act as a catalyst for
local business development. We are
working with Aboriginal businesses on
our pre-qualification process to increase
elegibility for employment and
contracting opportunities.
Find out more about our
relationships with Aboriginal
contractors on our website.
Canadian Natural

Canadian Natural is proud to support initiatives that
help develop the quality of life and economic health
of the communities where we operate.

Recognition received from the TELUS Spark, the New Science
Centre in Calgary, for our five-year funding commitment.

Community Investment
In 2011, we continued to develop and sustain strong working
relationships with our stakeholders. Our aim is to understand their
interests so that we can consider and incorporate their input in our
operations.
We continue to support the priorities identified by the communities
where we operate. Our main corporate programs include
community donations and sponsorships; a scholarship program and
corporate field matching donations.
In 2011, Canadian Natural’s community investment totalled $10.4
million, including our corporate donations, sponsorships and
matching programs, employee giving and community economic
development projects. Some highlights of our 2011 corporate
programs and employee giving are:
» Health, social initiatives, education, youth development programs
...and Aboriginal business development investment in 87
...communities in North America.
» Made a significant committment to help rebuild the Slave Lake
...community.

» Our employees in Canada ran another successful United Way
...campaign and made a significant contribution of combined
...donations and corporate matching.
» Continued long-term support of organizations including the
...Alberta Children’s Hospital Foundation, University of Alberta
...Engineering Building, Military Family Resource Centre,
...Southern Alberta Institute of Technology, Kids Help Phone,
...college foundations and stay-in-school programs.
» Awarded 122 scholarships to students in Alberta, British
...Columbia and Saskatchewan, including many in Aboriginal
...communities, through our corporate “Building Futures
...Scholarship program”.
» Our Corporate Field Matching Donation program recognizes the
...local organizations supported by field employees through their
...donations and volunteer efforts, and aligns corporate giving with
...those priorities.
We are proud of our many employees who donate valuable time to
assist with projects that improve their communities’ well-being.

Helping rebuild Abidjan's health sector in Africa
As Côte d’Ivoire emerges from a difficult time of unrest, Canadian Natural
is supporting the recovery through a project to rebuild the health sector in
Abidjan. Abidjan is the country’s economic capital and biggest city, with a
population of over six million. The city hospitals were severely affected by
the damaged infrastructure and lack of medical equipment.
After a visit to Abidjan's two main hospitals, Canadian Natural decided to
help by providing them with urgently needed medical equipment for their
emergency, neonatal/pediatrics and obstetrics units.
Our contribution will go a long way toward enabling these facilities to reopen and carry on with their normal duties. Residents and people from
surrounding areas will start receiving care and treatment locally again.
Allen Knight, Sr. VP International and Corporate Development, Canadian Natural, James Edens, VP and Managing Director
CNR International, and Emmanuel Koffi, General Manager - Côte d’Ivoire, tour medical facilities in Abidjan.

2011 Report to Stakeholders
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Canadian Natural is developing and supplying energy
that we need and use every day.

ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTIONS
Canadian Natural operates in several areas of Western Canada,
the United Kingdom and Offshore Africa. Being a responsible and
sustainable energy producer means that we take every
opportunity to make a positive impact in the communities where
we operate.
Our activities create value by providing employment, business
development opportunities and essential resources for public
services, including health, safety, education, training and
investment in research and technology development.
We strongly believe that education and training are fundamental
in developing people and sustainable communities. As the oil and
natural gas industry continues to grow, a more qualified
workforce will be needed. Canadian Natural also promotes
increased participation of individuals entering trades programs
and supports career expos and student fairs.

Business sense
Canadians from all regions participate directly and indirectly in the
development of our projects. Major expenditures across the
country, and beyond, demonstrate some of the benefits from
energy development.
In 2011, Canadian Natural spent over $8 billion on goods and
services for all our Canadian and International operations. The
distribution of the direct spending in North America was $6.7
billion across Canada and $197 million in the United States.
Another $1.2 billion was spent on materials and services from
other countries in Europe, Asia, Africa and Australia.
In 2011, Canadian Natural paid over $1.5 billion in provincial
royalties and $120 million in surface and mineral lease rentals.

Developing people
We believe in building skills to ensure the success of
future generations.
Canadian Natural has been sponsoring students from
the Northeast Alberta oil sands region to attend the
Camp and Catering Program at Blue Quills First
Nation College. This program provides students with
training to start their careers as Camp Attendants.

Visit our website to
learn more about our
contributions to the
quality of life of the
communities where
we operate.

Recent graduates have already found employment
working in camps near the Kirby Project. We are
proud to be a part of a strong future for this program
and its graduates, as well as long-term growth and
prosperity in the communities.
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TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION

SPECIAL FEATURE:
Energy for societal needs: A record of innovation
By Dr. David Lynch, Dean of Engineering, University of Alberta.
This feature highlights the importance of technology innovation for energy development and access to
new sources of energy. The University of Alberta, and the oil and natural gas industry, are contributing to
the responsible development of the oil sands through investment in and use of innovative technology. Dr.
Lynch discusses how new technologies can help meet the challenges of balancing increasing world energy
demands and environmental stewardship.

We live in an energy era. All developed and developing countries
rely upon access to reliable and affordable energy for maintaining
and enhancing the quality of life for individuals and societies. For
the past century, this energy has been provided primarily from
hydrocarbon sources such as coal, oil and gas. Notwithstanding the
development of additional sources of energy from hydro, wind,
solar, geothermal, nuclear and biomass, the International Energy
Agency (IEA) projects that hydrocarbon use will continue to grow
for at least several decades into the future.
It has been through significant innovation that new, increased
energy supplies have been developed over the past several decades
despite the general depletion of worldwide non-renewable
resources. More recent energy developments have generally been
much more technologically demanding, requiring significant new
innovations. This has been the case in the worldwide development
of increasingly heavy oils, bitumen from the Alberta oil sands, and
the recent revolution in shale gas and tight, light oil recovery.
Oil sands development in Alberta is an example of a challenging
unconventional resource that has attracted worldwide attention.
This is truly a story of multiple innovations over decades leading to
the large-scale production of ‘technology oil’. The current oil sands
extraction processes are founded on the work done by Dr. Karl
Clark at the University of Alberta and the Alberta Research Council
starting in the 1920s. Dr. Clark’s development of the hot water
extraction process led directly to the major commercial oil sands
mining projects that are currently operating near Fort McMurray,
Alberta.
The legacy of Dr. Clark continues today at the University of Alberta
where over 1,000 university researchers are engaged with corporate
partners such as Canadian Natural, and governments to innovate
and develop new technologies. The focus is on addressing the
effects oil sands development has on the air, land, water and
ecosystems. These innovations include the ability to recycle
approximately 90% of all process water and thereby minimize the
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use of fresh water. We have developed technologies to treat
tailings, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and enhance the control
of operations. These developments have enabled approximately
850,000 barrels per day to be produced in the oil sands mining
region from a resource that was once believed to be undevelopable
and uneconomic.
The potential production from mining operations could reach 2
million to 3 million barrels per day within the next few decades.
Future innovations will likely involve the deployment of non-waterbased extraction processes that hold the promise of dramatically
reducing water use and eliminating the production of wet tailings,
thereby accelerating the reclamation of land.
The in situ production from oil sands deposits too deep to mine is
also a record of technology innovation. The development of steam
assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) was a several decades-long process
initiated by the Government of Alberta through the Alberta Oil
Sands Technology and Research Authority (AOSTRA). AOSTRA was a
government/industry/university partnership that developed the new
drilling and recovery technologies that today result in approximately
750,000 barrels per day being recovered from deep oil sands
deposits. This production will also increase over the coming decades
to several million barrels per day as new projects and new
technologies are implemented. New in situ recovery innovations
include increased use of solvents either with steam, or alone, along
with a movement toward zero-liquid discharge technologies.
All energy developments, whether hydrocarbon based or otherwise,
have impacts. These impacts and development challenges are being
addressed through large partnerships involving governments,
industry and academia that are informed by the regulatory
requirements and community views. Through these partnerships,
new technological developments and innovations are being
advanced to meet the social, environmental and economic
imperatives that are at the heart of responsible development.
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PRIORITIES IN 2012

Health and Safety

Environment

• Continue to implement Safety Excellence initiatives across our
operations to strive for higher levels of safety performance
and ensure continuous improvement.

• Continue implementation of the Environmental Excellence
Initiative across all our operations and develop long-term
environmental management plans to achieve continuous
improvement in environmental performance.

• Maintain our focus on improving contractor management and
safety performance to reduce the number of incidents and
improve worker safety.
• Continue with Emergency Response training and exercises
throughout field operations and all applicable offices.
• Deliver a Safety Leadership program for managers and
supervisors to promote safety behaviour and culture in our
North America Exploration and Production, Horizon Oil Sands
Mining and International operations.
• Continue the implementation of a corporate-wide framework
for Process Safety Management.

• Continue to roll out our Environmental Management System in
our North America Exploration and Production and Horizon
operations and maintain our ISO 14001 certification in our North
Sea operations.
• Continue to minimize our environmental footprint through our
proactive long-term reclamation program.
• Continue working with the provincial regulators on the
implementation of initiatives including air, land and water
frameworks, tailings management and wetlands.
• Work on the implementation plan and governance of the new
Federal/Provincial oil sands monitoring initiative.

Asset Integrity
Community Investment
• Continue to work closely with Operations to execute plant
turnarounds and equipment inspections in accordance with
Integrity Management Program requirements.
• Complete additional auditing of high risk pipelines to ensure
they continue to be appropriately monitored and incorporate
results of our audits into our ongoing integrity management
system.
• Maintain our Pressure Equipment Integrity Management
System and ABSA certification approval status.
• Continue the implementation of a real-time monitoring
system for the management of KPMI (Key Parameters for
Mechanical Integrity) for process related corrosion at Horizon
Oil Sands and expand the implementation to include all
upgrading plants.

• Continue to develop community initiatives that support
employment, education and training, community investment and
strategic Aboriginal business development in the areas where we
operate.
• Develop and maintain consultation strategies to meet community
and stakeholder goals, as well as regulatory requirements.
• Continue to work with industry to develop short-term and
long-term communications strategies to assist in informing and
educating the public about the importance of the oil sands and
the oil and natural gas industry for North America and the world.
• Continue to work with government representatives to ensure that
they have a full appreciation of the Company’s operations and
plans and address their concerns about key issues.

• Look for opportunities to align key performance indicators
and leverage off each division’s expertise and resources.
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PERFORMANCE

Some comparative figures from previous years have been restated to reflect adjustments.

SAFETY
Recordable injury frequency1 (Employees and contractors)
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production

2008
0.96
0.59
0.34

2009
0.89
1.17
0.69

2010
0.86
1.20
0.92

2011
0.74
1.15
0.77

2008
0
0
0

2009
0
0
0

2010
0
0
0

2011
0
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

2008
23,098
10,127
116
200

2009
23,193
10,495
655
200

2010
27,879
10,651
1,251
245

2011
31,093
11,203
1,038
356

2008

2009

2010

2011

6,804,695
7,374,460

5,654,945
9,844,780

5,595,815
10,299,570

4,862,825
11,516,145

-

13,190,289
-

20,845,454
117,369

10,305,506
319,455

(1) Per 200,000 hours worked.

FATALITIES
Employees
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production
Contractors
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production

ENVIRONMENT
LAND
Well abandonment and reclamation
Number of active operated wells
Number of inactive operated wells
Number of wells abandoned
Number of Reclamation Certificates submitted

WATER
Total water withdrawal from source (m3)
North America Exploration and Production
Fresh water
Brackish
Horizon Oil Sands
Fresh water1
Brackish
(1) Fresh water withdrawals remain well below our authorized witthdrawal limits

Total water discharge by quality (tonnes)
North Sea
Offshore Africa
Oil in water content (mg/l)
North Sea
Offshore Africa
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2008
43,832,555
-

2009
40,631,097
-

2010
39,245,139
2,026,624

2011
37,431,439
1,936,984

17.03
-

18.45
-

19.69
26.61

17.41
21.16
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SPILLS
Number of reportable spills1
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production

2008
284
8
10

2009
260
21
7

2010
273
15
11

2011
340
15
9

2009
3,766
2,021
4

2010
2,415
1,077
8

2011
3,835
594
12

2008
1.59
–

2009
1.59
1.14

2010
1.57
0.45

2011
1.86
2.84

2008
32.0
–

2009
23.0
23.6

2010
13.9
32.5

2011
21.0
40.3

2008
2.3

2009
1.8

2010
1.7

2011
2.0

(1) Reported to regulatory agency, according to jurisdictional requirements, including oil, natural gas, produced water and refined products.

Volume spilled (m3)1
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production

2008
5,725
27
2

(1) Reported to regulatory agency, according to jurisdictional requirements, including oil, natural gas, produced water and refined products.

Number of spills and leaks / production (MMBOE)
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining1
(1) Prior to 2009, Horizon did not have any marketable products to calculate intensity-based spills.

Volume spilled or leaked / production (m3/MMBOE)
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining1
(1) Prior to 2009, Horizon did not have any marketable products to calculate intensity-based spills.

Number of leaks / 1,000 km pipeline
North America Exploration and Production

WASTE
Weight of waste by type and disposal method (tonnes)
North America Exploration and Production
Hazardous waste
Non-hazardous waste1
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
Hazardous waste
Non-hazardous waste
International Exploration and Production
Hazardous waste
Non-hazardous waste

2008

2009

2010

2011

221,826
264,504

227,448
272,724

196,293
394,301

345,462
275,436

-

316
5,019

185
6,632

676
9,856

1,224
1,505

2,414
1,250

181
1,516

349
1,755

(1) Produced sand
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AIR AND GHG EMISSIONS
The company’s GHG emission estimates are prepared internally using reported production volumes and generic emission factors. Only a portion of the
estimated emissions have been verified externally.
Direct GHG Emissions from Fuel Consumption (Million tonnes CO2e)
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production

2008
6.67
0.39
1.39

2009
6.51
1.69
1.34

2010
6.72
1.91
1.47

2011
6.58
1.10
2.03

Indirect GHG Emissions (Million tonnes CO2e)
North America Exploration and Production
Electricity Consumption (TWh)
Indirect GHG emissions1
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
Electricity Consumption (TWh)
Indirect GHG emissions1

2008

2009

2010

2011

1.57
1.37

1.40
1.20

1.50
1.25

1.66
1.62

0.133
0.117

0.035
0.031

0.079
0.070

0.154
0.163

2008
11.02
0.44
1.81

2009
11.05
2.59
1.79

2010
11.31
2.99
2.16

2011
11.16
1.65
2.03

2008
0.0616
0.43
0.0467

2009
0.0674
0.1410
0.0465

2010
0.0652
0.0901
0.0631

2011
0.0610
0.1100
0.0680

(1) Does not include GHG emissions generated from cogen plants (included as direct emissions).

Direct GHG Emissions (Million tonnes)1
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production
(1) Includes total direct emissions from combustion, flaring, formation CO2, and other venting and fugitive leaks from equipment.

EMISSIONS INTENSITY
Direct GHG Emissions Intensity (Tonnes CO2e/BOE)1
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining2
International Exploration and Production
(1) Includes total direct emissions from combustion, flaring, formation CO2, and other venting and fugitive leaks from equipment.
(2) In 2008, Horizon did not have any marketable products to calculate intensity-based emissions.
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FLARING AND VENTING
Total Gas Flared (103m3)
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production 1

2008
57,190
4,014
180,250

2009
78,863
40,197
216,432

2010
76,006
80,725
301,494

2011
95,725
38,485
508,834

(1) Gas flared for 2008 - 2009 has been amended from previous reports to rectify numbers according to a more accurate gas composition-based calculation.

Total Gas Vented (103m3)
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production

2008
217,435
–
–

2009
234,417
–
–

2010
233,574
–
–

2011
224,185
-

NOx Emissions (tonnes)
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production 1

2008
40,114
–
2,949

2009
35,515
4,605*
1,935

2010
28,602
6,935*
2,060

2011
30,287
3,935
3,437

2008
6,601
–
157

2009
6,242
10,571
249

2010
5,789
3,194
263

2011
7,360
1,988
386

Number of Employees
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production
TOTAL

2008
2,495
1,232
344
4,071

2009
2,536
1,198
344
4,078

2010
2,708
1,492
373
4,573

2011
3,254
1,572
373
5,199

Exposure hours (Millions)
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production
TOTAL

2008
33.02
23.15
8.74
64.91

2009
31.01
7.01
8.37
46.39

2010
35.14
8.98
9.14
53.26

2011
44.72
11.87
9.86
66.45

(1) Data for United Kingdom starting 2008 when the Combustion Regulations came into force.
* Reconciled values include mine fleet emissions.

SOx Emissions (Tonnes)
North America Exploration and Production
Horizon Oil Sands Mining
International Exploration and Production 1
(1) Data for United Kingdom starting 2008 when the Combustion Regulations came into force.

EMPLOYMENT
DISTRIBUTION OF CANADIAN NATURAL EMPLOYEES
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Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) index 2011

GRI
INDICATOR

DESCRIPTION

WHERE TO FIND IT

STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS
1.1

Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization

SR / AR

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE
2.1

Name of the organization

SR

2.2

Primary brands, products, and/or services

AR

2.3

Operational structure

AIF

2.4

Location of organization’s headquarters

AIF

2.5

Countries where Canadian Natural operates

SR

2.6

Nature of ownership and legal form

AIF

2.7

Markets served

AIF

2.8

Scale of the company

AR / AIF

2.9

Significant changes regarding size, structure or ownership

AR / AIF

2.10

Awards received in the reporting period

SR / Website

REPORT PARAMETERS
3.1

Reporting period

SR

3.2

Date of most recent previous report

Website

3.3

Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.)

SR

3.4

Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents

SR

3.5

Process for defining report content

Website

3.6

Boundary of the report

SR

3.7

Limitations on the scope or boundary of the report

Website

3.9

Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations

SR

3.10

Explanation of information re-statements

SR

3.11

Significant changes from previous reporting periods

SR

3.12

GRI content index

SR

3.13

Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report

Website

GOVERNANCE, COMMITMENTS AND ENGAGEMENT
4.1

Governance structure, including major Board committees

MIC

4.2

Independence of Board chair

MIC

4.3

Independent, non-executive directors on Board

MIC

4.4

Mechanism for shareholder and employee participation

MIC

4.5

Link between Board compensation and company’s performance

MIC

4.6

Processes in place for the Board to avoid conflicts of interest

MIC

4.7

Process for determining qualifications and expertise of Board members

MIC

AIF = Annual Information Form

SR = Stewardship Report to Stakeholders

AR = Annual Report

MIC = Management Information Circular
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GRI
INDICATOR

DESCRIPTION

WHERE TO FIND IT

4.8

Mission and value statements, code of conduct and principles

SR / Website

4.9

Board procedures for sustainability management

MIC

4.10

Process for evaluating Board performance

MIC

4.11

Precautionary approach or principle addressed by the organization

MIC/Website

4.12

Externally developed economic, environmental and social principles

SR / Website

4.13

Associations memberships

Website

4.14

Stakeholder groups engaged

SR / Website

4.15

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage

SR / Website

4.16

Approaches to stakeholder engagement

SR / Website

4.17

Key topics raised through stakeholder engagement and response to them

SR / Website

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
EC1

Direct economic value generated (revenues)

AR

EC2

Financial implications and risks and opportunities due to climate change

AIF

EC6

Policy and practices for spending on locally-based suppliers

SR / Website

EC7

Procedures for local hiring

SR / Website

EC8

Investments for public benefit

SR / Website

EC9

Significant indirect economic impacts

SR / Website

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
EN3

Direct energy use by primary source

Website

EN4

Indirect energy use by primary source

SR

EN5

Energy saved due to conservation

Website

EN6

Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy

SR / Website

EN8

Total water withdrawal by source

SR

EN9

Water sources significantly affected by water withdrawal

Website

EN10

Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused

Website

EN12

Significant impacts of activities on biodiversity in protected areas

SR / Website

EN13

Habitats protected or restored

SR / Website

EN14

Strategies for managing impacts on biodiversity

SR / Website

EN16

Total direct GHG emissions

SR

EN18

Initiatives to reduce GHG emission and reductions achieved

SR / Website

EN20

NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions

SR

EN21

Total water discharged by quality and destination

SR

EN22

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method

SR

EN23

Total number and volume of significant spills

SR

EN24

Weight of hazardous waste transported

SR

EN28

Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with environmental laws

Website
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GRI
INDICATOR

DESCRIPTION

WHERE TO FIND IT

LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK
LA1

Breakdown of workforce

SR

LA7

Standard injury and lost day rates and fatalities

SR

LA8

Education programs regarding serious diseases

SR / Website

LA11

Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support continued employability

Website

LA12

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews

100%

HR1

Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements that include human rights clauses

Website

HR2

Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors that have undergone screening on human rights

Website

SO1

Programs to manage impacts on communities

SR / Website

SO5

Public policy positions and participation in public policy development and lobbying

Website

HUMAN RIGHTS

SOCIETY

PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY
Canadian Natural is an upstream oil and gas company. We do not have a retail presence and do not sell directly to final customers. At Canadian Natural we
are committed to responsible and sustainable resource development.

Many of the photographs in this report were provided by Canadian
Natural employees. We would like to thank Andrei Frizorguer,
Joanne Hogg, Stuart Kinnear, Stan Martinek, Anthony Merle,
Benjamin Sey, Jordan Smith, Mark Woodfin and Litong Zhao for
contributing to this edition of the Stewardship Report to
Stakeholders.
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This is a summary report of our 2011 Stewardship
Report to Stakeholders. To find our complete
information on stewardship and performance
indicators we invite you to go to our website and
visit our Corporate Responsibility section.
Canadian Natural produces a separate
Annual Report which is also available online.

We welcome your comments and suggestions on this report.

Canadian Natural Resources Limited
2500, 855 - 2 Street S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 4J8
Telephone: (403) 517-6700
Facsimile: (403) 517-7350
www.cnrl.com

Investor Relations and Corporate Communications
Telephone: (403) 514-7777
E-mail: ir@cnrl.com

